
 stm goods - smarter than most.™



smarter protection

LIGHTWEIGHT DESIGN
Feather-light construction and slim profile protects from

bumps and scratches without bulk. 

smarter organisation

VARIABLE VIEWING
Textured Friction Feet allow you to find the perfect angle.

APPLE PENCIL STORAGE
Featuring built-in storage and protection for your writing tool in a 

fitted channel.

CABLEREADY PENCIL CHARGING
Easily connect to a power source while the case is closed via 

cable channels in the Pencil storage area.

smarter design

STYLISHLY TEXTURED 
Fabric cover elegantly wraps around the case and folds for both 

typing and viewing orientations.

INSTANT ON/OFF COVER
When the cover is on it wakes up the device, and when it’s off it

puts it to sleep. You’ll appreciate how it saves battery life. 

smarter features

ATLAS



ATLAS
DESIGNED FOR

DIMENSIONS
25 x 19 x 1.7 cm

H 9.84 x W 7.48 x D 0.66 in

WEIGHT 0.363 kg | 0.8 lb

COLOURWAY SKUS

  charcoal STM-222-166JW-01

  dutch blue STM-222-166JW-02

  dark red STM-222-166JW-03

MATERIALS 100% Poly Bracket | Polyester Cover

Stylish and protective

Smarter Features

 » Lightweight and slim design protects from bumps and scratches without bulk

 » Variable viewing – textured Friction Feet allow you to find the perfect viewing angle

 » CableReady™ Pencil Charging - easily connect to power source while the case is closed  

via cable channels in the Pencil storage area

 » Instant on/off cover – magnetic closure activates sleep and wake functionality to save energy

 » Apple Pencil storage and protection in a fitted channel

 » Textured fabric cover elegantly wraps around the case and folds for both typing and   

viewing orientations

The Atlas is a low profile, mult-fit protective case that provides a touch of class and style 

with a uniquely textured fabric cover and storage for the Apple Pencil.

the smarter multi-fit case  



ATLAS

DESIGNED FOR

DIMENSIONS
L 26.4 x W 20.25 x H 1.95 cm

H 10.4 x W 7.9 x D 0.76 in

WEIGHT 0.4 kg  |  1.4 lb

COLOURWAY SKUS

  charcoal STM-222-166JV-16

  dark red STM-222-166JV-11

MATERIALS 100% Poly Bracket  |  Polyester Cover

Stylish and protective

Smarter Features

 » Lightweight and slim design protects from bumps and scratches without bulk

 » Variable viewing – textured Friction Feet allow you to find the perfect viewing angle

 » CableReady™ Pencil Charging - easily connect to power source while the case is closed  

via cable channels in the Pencil storage area

 » Instant on/off cover – magnetic closure activates sleep and wake functionality to save energy

 » Apple Pencil storage and protection in a fitted channel

 » Textured fabric cover elegantly wraps around the case and folds for both typing and   

viewing orientations

The Atlas is a low profile case that provides a touch of class and style with a uniquely 

textured fabric cover and storage for the Apple Pencil.

the smarter case  



ATLAS

DESIGNED FOR

DIMENSIONS
26 x 20.5 x 1.4 cm

10.23 x 8.07 x 0.55 in

29.2 x 24.3 x 1.4 cm 

11.5 x 9.57 x 0.55 in

WEIGHT .4kg kg | 0.88 lb .62kg | 1.37lbs

COLOURWAY SKUS

  charcoal STM-222-216JV-01 STM-222-216L-01

  aqua STM-222-216JV-02

MATERIALS 100% Poly Bracket | Polyester Cover

Stylish and protective

Smarter Features

 » Lightweight and slim design protects from bumps and scratches without bulk

 » Variable viewing – textured Friction Feet allow you to find the perfect viewing angle

 » Apple Pencil charging (2nd Gen) - Enables your writing tool to come in direct contactwith the 

iPad Pro for efficient power refreshing

 » Instant on/off cover – magnetic closure activates sleep and wake functionality to save energy

 » Apple Pencil storage and protection in a fitted channel

 » Textured fabric cover elegantly wraps around the case and folds for both typing and viewing 

orientations

A protective case with a uniquely textured fabric cover, featuring both storage and

wireless charging for the Apple Pencil.

the smarter case for iPad Pro


